MOTORCLASSICA 2011
and
RACV CITY TO COUNTRY
CLUB RUN
Sunday, October 23 last was a day with plenty of activity to choose from if you are interested in cars of any
kind. However, Colin and I opted for the RACV City to
Country Club run, having promised ourselves that "one
day" we would participate in one of the RACV outings!
An added attraction of course, was that prior to the run
we had the opportunity to visit the Motorclassica exhibition at the lovely Royal Exhibition building in Melbourne, before the public were admitted. Too good an
opportunity to miss and one, which we were very glad,
we'd taken.

The cars on display were absolutely magnificent (understatement!) and to say that we
enjoyed seeing them is putting it mildly. I'm
not even going to try to describe the cars as
I admit to not being knowledgeable about
them - I just like seeing them!
While watching others arriving as we waited
for our admittance to the exhibition at 8.15
a.m., we were delighted to see other HCCV
members also arriving - Ron and Lorraine;
John and Judy; Fred with his friend, John;
and Hugh and Jenny together with their son
and his girlfriend

The journey to Healesville to the RACV Country Club
luncheon was most enjoyable as the weather was perfect
for the 50-plus year old cars. The vehicles participating
represented quite a cross section of makes and models
from motoring history. From the beams on the faces of
folk as they arrived, it seemed to have been enjoyed by
everyone (except of course, those unfortunate few whose
vehicles let them down along the way). The lunch was delicious, the venue was most impressive, the company was
good and all up it was a delightful day out.
Report by Anne Anderson

